Initial Experience with the Quality Assurance Program of Radiation Therapy on behalf of Japan Radiation Oncology Group (JAROG)
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Abstract

Background: We evaluated the efficacy of our quality assurance (QA) program of
radiation therapy (RT) in a prospective phase II study. This is the first description of the experience of the Japan Radiation Oncology Group (JAROG) with this program.

Methods: Clinical records, all diagnostic radiological films or color photos that depicted the extent of disease of 37 patients with stage IEA extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT lymphoma) were collected for review. Radiation therapy charts, simulation films or digitally reconstructed radiographs, portal films and isodose distributions at the central axis plan were also reviewed. All documents were digitally processed, mounted on Microsoft PowerPoint, and for security returned from researchers by mail in CD-ROM format. The QA committee members reviewed all documents centrally, utilizing the slide show functionality.

Results: All patients were prescribed their specified dose to the dose specification point in accordance with the protocol. Three patients were regarded as deviations, because of a smaller margin than that specified in the protocol (n = 2) or a prolonged overall treatment time (n = 1). No violations were observed in this study.

Conclusions: This is the first report with regard to the QA program in MALT lymphoma. We demonstrated that our QA program was simple and inexpensive. We also confirmed that the radiation oncologists in Japan adhered closely to the protocol guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been estimated that about 170 thousand cancer patients will be treated with radiation therapy (RT) either as part of their primary treatment or in connection with recurrences or palliation in 2005 in Japan (1). It is anticipated that RT will play an increasingly important role because of the improvements of early detection of and screening for cancer. Furthermore, other factors will also prompt the use of RT: the trend toward less drastic organ-conserving surgery combined with adjuvant RT; the improvement in identification of patients with high risk of developing loco-regional
recurrences following surgery; and the aging population of Japan. It is undeniable that the deleterious consequences of poor quality treatment contribute not only to the rise of complications but also to deterioration of outcomes. They also lead to both an increase in health care costs and a decrease in the quality of life. Thus, it has long been recognized that quality assurance (QA) in RT is vital to guarantee provision of safe and effective treatments (2–12).

The Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) and European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) are the two largest working organizations presenting the models for the application of valid QA procedures in radiation oncology trials. Both organizations have funding for centralized data collection, inter-institutional dosimetry programs and regular site visits, utilizing medical, dosimetric and physics staff. For the data to be useful with regard to RT, a rigorous review process must be implemented to document the radiation used, volume irradiated, fraction size and dose delivered to comply with the designated therapeutic protocol. This is the most accurate way to confirm the uniformity of the treatment and usefulness of the outcome data.

The Japan Radiation Oncology Group (JAROG) conducted a QA program to guarantee the treatment quality of RT in a phase II study. This study evaluated the efficacy and toxicity of moderate dose RT for patients with extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of mucosa–associated lymphoid tissue (MALT lymphoma). In pursuing the project, the JAROG were faced with a difficult situation in order to ensure that the clinical and technical compliance to the specified protocol was satisfactory, without having the financial, structural or personnel resources to conduct a comprehensive clinical QA program. Thus, we developed a simple and less expensive computer based method to easily execute our QA program.

Our QA program was based on a central radiation oncological review of all patients’ diagnostic imaging, color photographs and clinical findings. Additionally, an individual RT prescription for every patient was provided. All of these documents were digitally processed, and were mailed to researchers in CD–ROM format. The purpose of the present study was to assess the feasibility of such a procedure in multicenter trials and its impact on the definition of the extent of disease and patients’ treatment among Japanese radiation oncologists. This is the first report describing the QA program in MALT lymphoma.
METHODS

Study Design
From April 2002 to November 2004, 37 eligible patients with stage IEA MALT lymphoma received RT. The protocol specified three different total doses of RT, which were dependent on the tumor location and its maximum diameter. Patients with orbital disease or those who had minimal residual disease after surgical removal received 30.6 Gy. Patients with tumors that were less than 6 cm received RT with 36 Gy, and those with ≥6 cm of disease were treated with 39.6 Gy. A fraction size was 1.8 Gy in every setting. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as an entire involved organ (orbit, thyroid, salivary gland, breast) or gross tumor volume (GTV) with a margin of at least 20 mm. We did not intend to treat the adjacent first echelon lymph node region. A lens shield was placed to prevent this except where the block compromised tumor coverage. Radiation doses were specified according to the report of ICRU 50. In electron beam therapy, doses were specified at the peak dose on the beam axis reached.

Procedure of Quality Assurance Program
Clinical records, all diagnostic radiological films or color photos that depicted the extent of disease of all patients were collected for review. Radiation therapy charts, simulation films or digitally reconstructed radiographs, and portal films were reviewed. In cases of patients who received electron beam RT, color photos demonstrating the treatment position in the treatment room were assessed. The isodose distributions at the central axis were also submitted for review. In addition to the evaluation of adherence of the protocol, an evaluation of the response assessment was examined by reviewing the clinical records, diagnostic radiological films and color photos. All documents were digitally processed, and mounted using Microsoft PowerPoint. Each researcher de-identified all materials before submission. Afterwards, each researcher returned the data via a CD-ROM, and the QA committee member reviewed it using the slide show functionality. The patient data was not delivered via the internet for reasons of security. Figure 1 shows an example of the PowerPoint template.
Our QA programs included evaluation of the fraction size, the elapsed days, the prescribed dose to the reference point, the relationship between GTV, CTV and radiation field, and the difference between simulation film and portal film. The isodose distributions were also examined as reference data.

**Definition of Protocol Violations and Protocol Deviations**

Protocol violations were defined as a fractional dose less than 1.5 Gy, a total dose to the reference point either <90% or >110% of the dose prescribed in the protocol, the incomplete coverage of GTV, and more than 1 cm of difference between simulation film and portal film. In addition, protocol deviations were defined as an overall treatment time either <three weeks or ≥six weeks, the difference between simulation film and portal film >5 mm, the field border <20 mm away from CTV, and a dose to the reference point either <95% or >105% of the dose prescribed in the protocol.

**RESULTS**
We held the QA committee meeting on 19 March 2005. There were no missing data for any patients, and all documents were of adequate quality for review. Table 1 shows the relationship between the RT technique and primary site. The most common field arrangement was a single anterior–posterior field (41% of patients), and two oblique fields follow (30%). Two anterior–posterior or lateral opposing field techniques were employed in nine patients (24%). No patient received RT with a 3D conformal technique or intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). All patients were prescribed their specified dose to the dose specification point in accordance with the protocol. No patients received RT with a fraction size other than 1.8 Gy. Only one patient required an overall treatment time more than 6 weeks, which was defined as deviation. The cause of this prolonged treatment time was merely personal. Adequate tumor coverage was achieved in 95% of the patients. Although CTV was covered enough in the treatment volume, the field border was placed with smaller margin (<20 mm) than that specified in the protocol in the remaining two patients. These two cases were defined as deviations. The isodose distributions at the central axis plan were acceptable in all patients. Overall, deviations were observed in three patients and the QA committee concluded that 92% of patients received RT as specified by the protocol. No protocol violations were observed in this study.
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Because all documents were digitally processed in this study, the cost per patient, including CD–ROM and postage, was about ¥150 (i.e. about US$1.30). It took about an hour to prepare each patient data for review.
DISCUSSION

This report described our initial experience with a QA program in a multi-institutional prospective study. Our program is very simple and inexpensive. Ishikura et al. (13) investigated the quality of RT in a Japanese clinical trial and found that 60% of patients received less satisfactory RT in 2001. They extended their research to 2005 and demonstrated that protocol violation decreased dramatically to less than 5%. The early RTOG study also showed that the frequency of major and minor deviation was as high as between 60 and 70%. They reported that the appropriateness rate rose over time, because the participating radiation oncologists became familiar with the protocol (2). The Trans-Tasman Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) also demonstrated an improvement in QA over time (14). Our observation that 92% of patients received RT per protocol specification was very promising for the initial QA experience. In addition to the decrease of protocol violation over time, Halperin et al. (15) reported that institutional experiences affected the incidence of major deviations. RTOG also found that the QA performance was significantly better at principal centers compared with satellites. We were not able to assess institutional difference, because only three patients were judged as being a violation of protocol guidelines.

It has long been realized that the quality of treatment seriously affects the outcome of clinical trials. Several groups have evaluated the relationship between violation and staging, treatment strategies, and outcome. The German Hodgkin’s Study Group (GHSG) evaluated the quality of RT for early stage HL (Hodgkin’s lymphoma) and found that freedom from treatment failure (FFTF) was significantly influenced by the quality of RT. Those who received RT as per protocol obtained 82% of FFTF, and those with violation demonstrated only 70% of FFTF after five years (16). Furthermore, they observed that the disease extent recorded on the case report forms was significantly different from that shown on diagnostic CT, which resulted in a change of disease stage, treatment group allocations, and treatment volume (17,18). As these misinterpretations lead to protocol violations, they recommended an early central prospective review. Dieckmann and colleagues (19) also concluded that an up-front centralized review of patient data and consecutive set-up and delivery of individualized treatment proposals for every patient are feasible within a large multicenter trial involving pediatric HL.
However, two groups have concluded that violation did not lead to a detrimental treatment outcome. The EORTC 20884 trial evaluating the efficacy of involved field RT in patients with advanced HL demonstrated that 47% of patients received RT with major violation (20). However, their conclusion was that the outcome was not influenced by violation of the radiotherapy protocol. In another multicenter trial involving pediatric medulloblastoma, 57% of the fully evaluable patients had one or more major deviations in their treatment schedule (21). Major deviations regarding the treatment site were also found in more than 40% of patients. Despite these high major deviation rates, underdosage or geographical misses were not associated with a worse outcome. Although these two groups did not demonstrate a relationship between violation and treatment outcome, it is assumed that these high violation rates make it difficult to correctly understand the true message of clinical trials. With respect to violation rates, our present trial was satisfactory and the outcome data are robust.

Advances in imaging and other technology have enhanced our ability to create complete anatomic and functional 3D data for each patient that facilitates the use of advanced technology RT delivery tools, including 3D conformal RT, intensity modulated RT, stereotactic RT and radiosurgery, and image–guided RT. Implementing these advanced technologies safely in clinical practice will require innovative and efficient methodologies for clinical QA. For example, Palta et al. (22) introduced the new web–based QA program to allow the rapid peer review of radiotherapy data through a simple personal computer–based web browser. RTOG has already developed a web–based QA program, and EORTC will also adopt a similar system to facilitate their QA program.

This is the first report that evaluates the QA program in MALT lymphoma. The technical deviation rate, technical data quality and completeness of this phase II trial were acceptable, and in addition our QA procedures were inexpensive and not time consuming. Furthermore, in multi–institutional studies, this analysis continues to lend credence to efforts related to QA for RT.
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